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May, 2016
Dear Exhibitor,
Just a note about booth locations and fellow exhibitors who carry same/similar merchandise. The Norton
Shows attempt to prevent exhibitors from “over-lapping”, carrying the same merchandise. For example, we
effort to separate/spread exhibitors who carry purses, ladies’ handbags; inexpensive, competitively-priced
fashion jewelry/accessory exhibitors; fine jewelry/diamond dealers; jewelry cleaners; leather and fur representatives; ladies’ apparel; candles; framed art; bath oils, fragrances; gourmet food; etc. We try very hard to
meet these qualifications; however, sometimes, it is impossible. We only have so much space and we want to
accommodate as quickly as possible. Exhibitors list on their contract what they will be bringing, or not, and
end up bringing something entirely different or adding another category to their inventory. We like to place an
apparel booth beside a fashion jewelry/accessory exhibitor. We work toward a nice, neat, professionally decorated, well laid out floorplan.
Ladies’ handbags and competitively priced fashion jewelry require some realignment. At a previous show, two
long standing exhibitors pointed out that they were directly across from and/or surrounded by exhibitors carrying almost the same merchandise. We were taken aback as one exhibitor had the same neighbor at the prior
show. His neighbors were the same, but they had changed merchandise. The neighboring exhibitor had displayed fashion jewelry but had changed to ladies’ handbags. In another case, we moved an exhibitor so that
he could purchase additional space and, unwittingly, placed him close to an exhibitor who has maintained his
location in Gatlinburg for many years. This is not fair, nor good business. Our error. Also, we try to keep those
exhibitors who sell “dollar’ jewelry away from higher priced inventories. As we all know, the higher priced inventory does not stand a chance.
Of course, we do not care if exhibitors change merchandise but we ask that you notify us in advance so that
we can separate exhibitors who carry “like” merchandise and place you favorably if possible. All shows must
deal with this problem; many shows have become “purse” shows, with exhibitors carrying ladies’ handbags
lined up in one area. This is not good business for anyone. Some show promoters don’t care. We do. We attempt to allocate, for example, one handbag exhibitor to each tier/aisle so that The Norton Shows will be aesthetically pleasing and to help all exhibitors get their fair “piece of the pie”. We cannot always do this but we
do try. Sometimes exhibitors change their merchandise and we do not know what the exhibitor will be bringing
to the next show. It’s a free country. We don’t dictate inventory. We simply will not move exhibitors of
longstanding locations and/or other categories to facilitate exhibitors who are carrying similar merchandise,
neither will we move exhibitors into fellow exhibitors’ areas in order to financially compromise fellow exhibitors. Please furnish list of what you carry and bring only those items to The Norton Shows.
We appreciate your patience and understanding while we place exhibitors, hopefully, to stimulate buyers’ interests and to maintain The Norton Shows aesthetics. Remember the old saying, “The best-looking mousetrap
catches the most mice.” Should you have any questions concerning your location, please call us.
Nikke Norton and Hunter Norton Johnston

